To the editor:
==============

We are honored by Dr. Kim\'s detailed review \[[@B1]\] of our paper, titled, "*Shifting the paradigm of testosterone and prostate cancer: The Saturation Model and the limits of androgen-dependent growth,*" \[[@B2]\] and grateful for his generous comments. However, we feel obligated to address several inaccurate comments by Dr. Kim.

It has now been 11 years since publication of this article, and over that time we have been gratified by the wealth of published research confirming all key elements of the Saturation Model. The introduction of the Saturation Model revolutionized concepts regarding the relationship of androgens and prostate growth, benign and malignant, and has served as the theoretical framework for major changes in clinical practice, including the use of testosterone (T) therapy in men with prostate cancer (PCa). It is important for younger readers to understand that, prior to introduction of the Saturation Model, the universally held belief was the "*Androgen Hypothesis*", which held that higher androgen concentrations caused proportionally greater growth of prostate tissue, and that higher serum T meant greater PCa risk and aggressiveness.

The saturation model provided a radically different view, one that resolved an awkward paradox in which androgen deprivation clearly lowered prostate-specific antigen (PSA), yet raising T in hormonally intact men had little effect on PSA or prostate size. In one swoop, the Saturation Model assembled a messy assortment of clinical observations and experimental results into a coherent picture. Simply, the Saturation Model holds that prostate tissue is exquisitely sensitive to changes in serum androgens at low concentrations, and little to no sensitivity once a saturation point is reached. Clinical data indicate the saturation point for serum T is approximately 250 ng/dL \[[@B3][@B4][@B5]\].

The mechanisms underlying the Saturation Model include the following observations: a) T or its derivative, 5α-dihydrotestosterone (5α-DHT), mediate prostatic cellular function by binding to the androgen receptors (AR). b) There is a finite number of AR binding sites per cell, and c) once AR sites are fully occupied with T or 5α-DHT, a saturation state is achieved, beyond which increasing circulating T or 5α-DHT cannot elicit additional biological activity via this mechanism \[[@B2]\]. Other mechanisms are possible \[[@B6]\], yet this relationship of androgens with AR is adequate to explain observed phenomena over a wide range of experimental data.

Several key studies subsequent to our 2009 publication include a placebo-controlled trial and registry data showing that men who received T therapy demonstrated an increase in PSA if baseline T was \<250 ng/dL, but not if baseline T was \>250 ng/dL \[[@B3][@B4]\]; a saturation curve for serum PSA and T among 2,967 men seen in clinic, with a saturation point of approximately 250 ng/dL \[[@B5]\]; and unchanged PSA levels in 28 men on active surveillance for PCa who received T therapy for a mean duration of approximately 3 years \[[@B7]\]. At no point have we claimed the Saturation Model means T therapy is safe for all men with PCa, since any number of additional factors may come into play in the complex biology of cancer, and large, controlled trials are required to demonstrate safety. However, we note now, as we did in 2009, that published experiences with T administration in men with PCa, even in men with metastatic disease, appear consistent with the Saturation Model.

Dr. Kim made several criticisms regarding our 2009 paper. In every instance, we stand by our original comments, and unfortunately conclude that Dr. Kim has either failed to understand our own work, or failed to understand the underlying science of the research we cited.

1\. Dr. Kim asserts in several instances that data we presented from experiments or clinical trials by others had not been intended to investigate saturation, and therefore these were taken "out of context." Of course, none of these studies investigated saturation because the saturation model did not yet exist! One of the strengths of our paper was finding data that already existed in various systems supporting saturation, but was not recognized as such.

2\. Dr. Kim criticized the methodology of Ho et al. \[[@B8]\] in his study quantitating AR, in part because of the use of ice-cold buffer, and describing the technique as involving a radioimmunoassay (RIA). Dr. Kim appears to be unfamiliar with this methodology, which has been the gold standard for AR detection and quantitation since the 1970s. A direct radioligand binding assay is used with a synthetic ligand that does not bind to plasma proteins. No RIA is involved, and the use of ice-cold buffer is a standard biochemical method to preserve receptor binding activity, *in vitro*.

3\. Dr. Kim suggests we selectively included supportive data from animal prostate experiments by Wright et al. \[[@B9]\], (shown in Dr. Kim\'s Fig. 2A), while neglecting to include contradictory data (shown in Dr. Kim\'s Fig. 2B). This is misleading, since Kim\'s panels A and B are from two very different experiments with different aims. We included the figure in Fig. 2A because it was most relevant to the Saturation Model, showing prostate parameters (e.g., weight) as a function of serum T concentrations. The data show a saturation curve as serum T increases. The experiments in Dr. Kim\'s panel B show the same prostate measures, but as a function of intraprostatic androgen concentrations. A saturation curve is less obvious here. However, intraprostatic androgen concentrations include non-specific protein-bound T, which may be increased in an experimental system without necessarily reflecting biological activity.

4\. Dr. Kim also alleges we left out contradictory data in our description of results from Bhasin et al. \[[@B10]\], in which groups of men received widely varying doses of T injections after suppression of endogenous T via luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone agonist, resulting in serum T concentrations ranging from low to more than twice the upper limit of normal. What we showed was a graphic representation of data showing that PSA values were similar for all groups at 20 weeks of treatment despite enormous differences in serum T, arguing strongly for saturation. Dr. Kim presents an additional figure in which men treated with the lowest dose of T appear to demonstrate a decline in PSA compared with baseline, whereas PSA was increased in men that received higher T doses. Dr. Kim fails to recognize that these data are also confirmatory of the Saturation Model- PSA declines when T is reduced at concentrations below the saturation point and rises with increased T if baseline levels were not all above the saturation point. This is why many men in clinical practice will demonstrate an initial rise in PSA upon beginning T therapy.

More than a decade since its publication, the Saturation Model has turned out to be a robust description of the relationship between androgens and the prostate, and we are unaware of any compelling evidence to the contrary. At this point we conclude that the Saturation Model should no longer be considered a hypothesis, but rather an accurate framework describing the relationship of androgens and the prostate.
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